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ŠKODA VISION RS: Sporty and eco-friendly
› ŠKODA VISION RS gives an outlook on the future of the ŠKODA range in the compact car
segment
› RS DNA dates back to the 180 RS and 200 RS rally cars from 1974
› Concept study inspired by ŠKODA’s 117-year motorsport history
› Sportiness and emotiveness combined with vegan materials and plug-in hybrid drive
The compact study, the ŠKODA VISION RS, demonstrates how ŠKODA envisages its sporty
RS models in future. Entirely in keeping with ŠKODA’s 117-year motorsport history, these
RS models will be even more emotive and sporty, but also more sustainable thanks to the use
of vegan materials and electrified drive systems. What’s more: the ŠKODA VISION RS also offers
a look ahead at a future ŠKODA model in the popular compact car segment.
The initials, which were used for the first time for the 180 RS and 200 RS rally cars in 1974, have
adorned the sporty versions of various ŠKODA model ranges since 2000. These include the
OCTAVIA RS, FABIA RS and the KODIAQ RS, which will be presented at this year’s Paris Motor Show.
The ŠKODA VISION RS shows how RS models from the Czech car manufacturer could look in future –
in every detail, it blends great sportiness with sustainability and functionality in a compact car. Dynamic
lines and highlights made of carbon fibre, a light and strong high-tech material from the world of
motorsport, lift the RS DNA to an even sportier level.
The electrified drive system gives the ŠKODA VISION RS a high level of driving dynamics combined
with efficiency. Its plug-in hybrid drive combines a 1.5-litre petrol engine delivering 110 kW (150 PS) with
a 75-kW electric motor and has a total power output of 180 kW (245 PS). CO2 emissions of just 33 g/km
highlight the sustainability of the drive system. The ŠKODA VISION RS can travel up to 70 km purely
electrically and therefore without producing any emissions.
Besides all of the sportiness and emotiveness, the five-door concept study also impresses with
functionality and a spacious interior, just like all ŠKODA models. At 4,356 mm long, it offers space for
4 passengers and has a boot capacity of 430 l. Innovative connectivity solutions and the Amazon Alexa
ŠKODA Connect Skill also equip the ŠKODA VISION RS for the digital everyday life of the future.
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Quotes
ŠKODA VISION RS
“With the VISION RS, we are offering a sneak preview of how ŠKODA’s new compact car looks. We are
combining the ŠKODA-typical generous amount of space with an emotive and dynamic design as well
as numerous Simply Clever features. At the same time, the VISION RS demonstrates how we are
rigorously further developing the RS concept: for the first time in the history of the RS models, we are
presenting a plug-in hybrid that can travel 70 km purely electrically and therefore without producing any
emissions. We are combining sportiness and sustainability, and are transforming the RS concept into
the future.”
Bernhard Maier, ŠKODA CEO
“Hybrid drive systems can bring their advantages fully to the fore in sporty cars such as the
ŠKODA VISION RS or future RS models. The additional power of the electric motor is available
instantaneously, delivering full torque, which helps when accelerating. A combination of driving
experience and highest efficiency. This means the combustion engine can be smaller and even more
efficient. In addition, the electric motor offers an electric range of up to 70 km. In cities or residential
areas for example, this distance can therefore be travelled without producing any emissions
whatsoever.”
Christian Strube, ŠKODA Board Member for Technical Development
“With the ŠKODA VISION RS, we are taking the next step in the design evolution of our RS models.
With its precise lines and edges, it exudes an aura of power and dynamism, which is supported by
a visibly aerodynamic body style and carbon-fibre components. The interior references ŠKODA’s
successful motorsport history. Thanks to the intuitive operation, the driver can concentrate on what’s
important: the driving.”
Oliver Stefani, ŠKODA Head of Design
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Powerful and efficient plug-in hybrid drive
› Electrified drive system makes the RS models more dynamic and efficient
› Combination of 1.5-litre TSI engine and electric motor with a total power output
of 180 kW (245 PS)
› CO2 emissions of just 33 g/km and an electric range of 70 km
With the VISION RS, ŠKODA is taking another stride into the future by presenting an electrified
drivetrain in a car model bearing the RS initials. The concept study’s plug-in hybrid drive with
a power output of 180 kW (245 PS) enables a dynamic driving performance. A range of up to
70 km is possible with purely electric drive. The CO2 emissions of just 33 g/km emphasise
the car’s outstanding efficiency for an RS model.
The drive unit of the ŠKODA VISION RS is a combination of a petrol engine and electric motor.
The 1.5-litre TSI engine produces 110 kW (150 PS); the electric motor complements this with a power
output of 75 kW (102 PS). The total power output is 180 kW (245 PS).
The plug-in hybrid drive for the ŠKODA VISION RS transfers its power through a six-speed DSG.
The design study can accelerate from a standing start to 100 km/h in 7.1 seconds, and its top speed is
210 km/h. The ŠKODA VISION RS completes a short burst from 80 to 120 km/h in 8.9 seconds. In total,
the compact sportster emits only 33 g of CO2 per km.
A purely electric range of up to 70 km
The energy for the electric motor is supplied by a lithium-ion battery with a total capacity of 13 kWh,
of which 9.9 kWh can be used. Using a cable, the battery can be charged in 2.5 hours at a charging
station at home or in a household power socket – which is particularly eco-friendly if the electricity is
produced from renewable sources. Alternatively, the battery can also be charged while driving using
energy recovery.
The driver can choose from three driving modes: Normal, EV or Sport. The Normal mode is used for
the best combination of petrol drive and electric engine. The EV mode is used for purely electric drive.
The Sport mode is used for a speedy ride, on a circuit for example, where maximum power is needed.
If the driver chooses purely electric drive (EV mode), they can travel up to 70 km on a fully charged
battery without producing any emissions.
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Athletic shapes and features inspired by motorsport
› The dynamic compact model impresses with crisp edges and precise lines
› ŠKODA VISION RS offers several sporty features inspired by motorsport
› Interior presents a new instrument panel and an interplay of light and crystal glass
The exterior of the ŠKODA VISION RS combines powerful and sporty elements, carbon-fibre
components as well as exceptional aerodynamics with harmonious lines. This offers a preview
of the design language of ŠKODA’s future sporty models. The dynamic impression continues in
the interior with a minimalist and precise design. With a large central display, sports seats, bold
colourful touches as well as carbon-fibre and crystal-glass details, the design language of the
ŠKODA VISION RS has evolved from that of the ŠKODA VISION X in every detail.
From every angle, the ŠKODA VISION RS demonstrates its unique character and a completely new
form of RS DNA. The sculptural and extremely precisely shaped bonnet sports a ŠKODA logo made
of illuminated crystal glass. The high-gloss black carbon-fibre slats of the radiator grille are also
illuminated and display a distinctive shape that is new for the RS family. Carbon fibre is also used for
the side air outlets, which improve the aerodynamics, as well as for the air inlet grille and front spoiler.
The air inlet and spoiler mirror the shape of the radiator grille. In combination with the clean-cut, narrow
daytime running lights, the headlights consisting of four glass stones appear as though they are
focussing on the street and, together with the fog lights, they give the car a sporty character.
Bold wings and the ŠKODA-typical dynamic shoulder line form a distinctive side view. Frameless, tinted
side windows make the ŠKODA VISION RS appear lower and more elongated. Recessed door handles
ensure a flowing and clear body structure, and small Czech flags on the carbon-fibre side sills are
a reference to Czechoslovakia’s foundation 100 years ago.
The aerodynamically improved, carbon-fibre wing mirrors with crystal-glass indicators are inspired by
motorsport. The lightweight, 20-inch alloy wheels, which have been optimised to reduce drag and have
a central ŠKODA logo made of glass, also sport carbon-fibre detailing. At the rear, the diffuser – which
lacks visible tail pipes for the exhaust system – and the roof spoiler with an integrated third brake light
immediately catch the eye. Just like the rear air outlets, both are made of carbon fibre and improve the
car’s aerodynamics. The upper tail lights made of bohemian crystal glass resemble an ‘L’ laid on its side
and together with the lower tail lights form a ŠKODA-typical ‘C’ at night. The rear of the car also bears
illuminated ŠKODA lettering.
Crystal glass and light effects for the interior
With the VISION RS, ŠKODA is presenting a new interior design that has developed elements from the
ŠKODA VISION X concept study shown at the 2018 Geneva Motor Show into a new design language.
The generously elongated instrument panel continues the symmetrical contours of the ŠKODA radiator
grille at its centre. In addition to a lot of carbon fibre, the interior is dominated by decorative trims made
of crystal glass, which are uniquely illuminated and animated in interplay with the infotainment system’s
touchscreen display. The centre console in a space-frame design, which is made entirely of carbon fibre,
as well as additional carbon-fibre elements emphasise just how close the RS models are to the world of
motorsport. A minimalistic gearstick is integrated into the centre console and uses shift by wire to
operate the DSG.
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Special door pull straps are reminiscent of racing cars; elastic bands secure the contents of the storage
compartments – a typical Simply Clever feature. The door trims partially consist of carbon-fibre inserts.
The backrests of the contoured sport seats appear to float.
ŠKODA VISION RS - Dimensions
Length [mm]
Height [mm]
Width [mm]
Wheel base [mm]
Boot capacity [l]

4,356
1,431
1,810
2,650
430
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The digital future: Always online and available
› Movable touchscreen is command centre for operation and infotainment
› Vehicle information can be called up using Amazon Alexa Voice Service
› ŠKODA Connect offers a wealth of services via a permanent Internet connection
Digitalisation and connectivity are two important pillars of ŠKODA’s 2025 Strategy.
The ŠKODA VISION RS marks the next step towards the digital future, where drivers and
vehicles will always be online and will be communicating with each other via the Internet. The
Amazon Alexa Voice Service is now also incorporated into the world of ŠKODA Connect.
The instrument panel’s large central monitor is a prominent element of the interior. It enables the
operation of various vehicle functions, such as the choice of three driving modes, as well as the
comprehensive range of infotainment and connectivity solutions. Just like in the ŠKODA VISION X,
the high-resolution, colour touchscreen can be moved upwards at the push of a button to reveal a
charging and docking station for a smartphone, which establishes a mobile Internet connection. This
means the ŠKODA VISION RS is always online and enables access to the ŠKODA Connect mobile
online services. These are divided into Infotainment Online, Care Connect and Emergency Call.
Infotainment Online includes online traffic information. Care Connect services also include Proactive
Service, which establishes connections to customer care or a garage when required. Emergency Call
can be made manually; however, it will automatically call for assistance when the airbags or belt
tensioners have been activated.
Integration of the Amazon Alexa Voice Service
Another step towards the digital future is the integration of the Amazon Alexa Voice Service into
ŠKODA Connect. Using an Amazon Echo speaker or the Alexa app for smartphones, a ŠKODA driver
can conveniently call up vehicle data at home or whilst travelling, by simply downloading the Alexa
ŠKODA Connect Skill and connecting it to their ŠKODA Connect user account. Simply address Alexa
and she will answer your question letting you know, for example, how much petrol is left in the tank,
whether the car’s windows and doors are closed or when the next service appointment is. Following a
successful pilot phase in Germany and the United Kingdom, ŠKODA owners all over the world will soon
be able to use the new service in English and German. These will now be followed by a third language –
French; Spanish will be offered soon as well.
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Further information:
Hermann Prax
Head of Product Communications
T +420 326 811 731
hermann.prax@skoda-auto.cz
/skodacz

/skoda.cz

ŠKODA Media Services

/skodacr

Štěpán Řehák
Spokesperson – Product Communications
T +420 734 298 614
stepan.rehak@skoda-auto.cz
/SKODACeskarepublika

Download the ŠKODA Media Services app

skoda-storyboard.com

For the latest news, follow us on https://twitter.com/skodaautonews
All content relating to ŠKODA at Paris Motor Show 2018 can be found using #SKODAinPARIS2018

ŠKODA AUTO
› was founded during the pioneering days of the automobile in 1895, making it one of the longest-established automobile
companies in the world.
› currently offers its customers eight passenger-car series: the CITIGO, FABIA, RAPID, OCTAVIA, KAROQ, KODIAQ, as
well as the KAMIQ (in China) and the SUPERB.
› delivered more than 1.2 million vehicles to customers around the world in 2017.
› has belonged to Volkswagen Group since 1991. The Volkswagen Group is one of the most successful vehicle
manufacturers in the world. In association with the Group, ŠKODA AUTO independently develops and manufactures
vehicles, as well as components such as engines and transmissions.
› operates at three locations in the Czech Republic; manufactures in China, Russia, Slovakia, Algeria and India mainly
through Group partnerships, as well as in Ukraine and Kazakhstan with local partners.
› employs over 35,000 people globally and is active in more than 100 markets.
› is pressing ahead with the transformation from a traditional car manufacturer to the ‘Simply Clever company for the best
mobility solutions’ as part of the ŠKODA 2025 Strategy.
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